
Success Story – A leading electronics assembly company 

As a user of Baan ERP or ERP LN, you have a lot of information (knowledge) kept in the ERP 

system. You may have other systems (CRM, SRM, HR.. etc..) with a lot of data too. But, you have 

more of "unorganized" knowledge, like supplier's invoices, agreements, correspondence, Cad Cam 

documents, mails, fax, photocopies (that evaporate in time), pictures and more. 

To manage this, Document Management Systems become more and more popular. Companies are 

investing in trying to solve the knowledge explosion, but the connection to the enterprise systems is 

still missing. 

 

DMS consultancy international has partnered with NAZDAQ, a leading maker of Add-ons for Baan 

and Infor ERP Ln, to offer a two-way integration between Baan ERP to DOX-Pro Document 

Management System. This bundle enables users to store documents from Baan in the document 

system, and also view documents directly while using Baan. 

 

One of the leading electronics assembly companies, a long time Baan user worldwide, implemented 

and is using the integration for better maintaining of the knowledge, saving resources, and reducing 

paper and filing space. 

 

At the first phase of the project, the customer implemented the following areas: 

 

 All invoices printed from Baan are directly stored in DOX-Pro  

 

    
 

  



 All delivery notes coming back after being signed by the customers, are scanned and 

identified using Barcode, are stored in DOX-Pro and updated in Baan 

 

 All documents arriving with the material receipt from the suppliers (delivery notes, 

invoices, quality/analysis data) are scanned and stored using Barcode readers with 

metadata taken from Baan. 

  

The customer is planning to increase the use of the product to other departments, like Product Design, 

Finance, Human Resources and more to achieve "easier access to knowledge, save paper and 

resources, and better control of the way documents are stored in the company". 

 

The package installed includes the following: 

 The DOX-Pro document management system (see the brochure attached) 

 NAZDAQ Baan Mail-Merge Product: http://www.nazdaq-it.com/Baan-Infor-ERP-LN-

Software/Baan-Mail-Merge/  

 ABBYY OCR utility 

 API add-on that enables the user to integrate DOX Pro to any external application. 

 

 
 

 

 

As a Baan/Infor ERP LN customer, you  will get speccial conditions, to join the document 

management world 

 

For more information,  

sales@dmsdox.com  

info@nazdaq-it.com 
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